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ABSTRACT 
For a given commutative ring 9 with an identity element, we define and study 
the substitution of a matrix with entries in 9 into a matrix pol,ynomial or rational 
function over 3. A Bezout-type remainder theorem and a “partial-substitution rule” 
are derived and used to obtain a number of results. The tensor map is introduced and 
used to investigate the solvability of linear matrix equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we discuss the substitution of a matrix into a matrix-valued 
polynomial or rational function over a ring. The substitution operation 
described here is a generalization of the more familiar operation of substitut- 
ing a matrix A into a scalar polynomial f( z ). This latter operation is quite 
well known in matrix theory. In [2, Chapter IV, Section 31 and [5, Section 
6.11, substitution of matrices into a matrix-valued polynomial over a field is 
mentioned. Some convenient properties of substitution into scalar functions, 
like the product rule, are not valid in the general case, unless an appropriate 
commutativity assumption is made. 
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In Section 2, we will derive a number of basic results. In particular, a 
Bezout-type remainder theorem and what we will call the partial substitution 
rule will play a crucial role in the rest of the paper. In Section 3, the tensor 
map corresponding to a function F and a matrix A is introduced. This map 
has convenient algebraic properties. It can be used for deriving conditions for 
the solvability of linear matrix equations. In Section 4, a number of applica- 
tions are given, in particular, solvability conditions for linear matrix equations 
are formulated. This paper is an algebraic counterpart of [4]. 
2. MATRIX POLYNOMIALS AND RATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
Throughout this paper, .9 denotes a commutative ring with an identity 
element. In addition, we will always assume A to be an n X n matrix with 
entries in 9. If 9’ is a ring, and m and n are positive integers, we denote by 
ymX” the set of m X n matrices with entries in 9. Hence, A is an element 
of ‘Wxn. Furthermore, we denote by Z[ Z] the ring of polynomials 
with coefficients in 9. If F(z) ES’ mxn[~] and G(z) E.%“~~[z], then 
(GFXz) E .9’x”[z] is defined to be the (matrix-polynomial) product of F 
and G. In particular, we write (CC>(z) for G(z>C, where C is a constant 
polynomial, i.e., C Esmxn. The expression (BFXz) for constant B is 
defined similarly. Also, we will use the notation (F + G)(z) := F(z) + G(z) 
whenever the addition is defined. 
If F(z) ELS’mXn[z], say, F(z) = F, + F,z + **a +F,zk,with I$ ~~~~~ 
for j = O,..., k, we define 
F(A) := F,, + F,A + ... +FkAk 
to be the right value of F at A. The left value is defined similarly, but we 
will concentrate on right values. If F(z) is scalar, i.e., of the form F(z) = 
f(z)Z, then F(A) =f(A). H ence right substitution is a generalization of the 
familiar concept of substitution of a matrix into a scalar polynomial. 
REMARK 2.1. It should be noted that, like in the case of a matrix 
substitution into a scalar function, F(A) is not determined by the function 
induced on 9 by the matrix polynomial F(z), i.e., the function t * F(t): 
9 +‘%Tmxn. For example, if 9 = GF(2) and F( z> = ( z 2 + z)Z, we have 
F(t) = 0 for all t E 9, but 
q:’ it]) =[: :I #O* 
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Some of the properties of the scalar case remain valid in this more general 
situation. For example, it is obvious that (F + GX A) = F(A) + G(A), 
F( (YZ) = F(a), and (BFX A) = BF( A) for cx E 3’ and a constant matrix B, 
whenever the expressions are defined. In particular, we have (hF)( A) = 
hF( A), for h E g. Some properties for the scalar case are no longer valid. 
For instance, the product rule (fgx A) =f( A)g( A) does not carry over. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let 9 := Iw, n := m := 2, and F, G, and A be given by 
G(+=[; -41, A:=[_; ;]. 
Then F(z)G(z) = 1. On the other hand, 
F(A)= 8 ; > 
[ 1 
G(A)= ; ;, 
[ 1 
and hence 
F(A)G(A) = [; :] #I. 
We will derive a condition for the multiplicative property to hold. First we 
need an auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 2.3. If B ??9PXP, G ~S’~‘p[z], and C E.9pxn satisfies 
BC = CA, then (GCXA) = G(B)C. In particular, if F EST”~“[ZI, we 
have (FAXA) = F(A)A. 
Proof. By induction, we have BkC = CAk for k E IV. The result now 
follows directly from the definition. ??
The following property and its corollary will be instrumental in this paper. 
PROPERTY 2.4 (Remainder theorem). Let F E zrnx “[ z]. 
1. i’f F(z) = M(zXzZ - A) + R fir some M E~~~“[zI, R GS’“‘~“, 
then F(A) = R. 
2. There exists W EsV~“[Z] such that F(z) = F(A) + W(zXzZ - A). 
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Proof. First we observe, directly from the definition, that if F(z) = 
M( z>z, we have F(A) = M(A) A. Consequently, if 
F(z) =M(z)(zZ-A) +R=M(z)z-(MA)(z) +R, 
we have F( A) = M(A) A - (MAX A) + R = R, because of Lemma 2.3 with 
F replaced by M. 
For the proof of the second statement, we define H(z, 5) := (F(z) - 
F(5))& - 5). It is easily seen that H is a polynomial matrix in z 
and 5. Therefore, W(z) := H(x, A) is in smxn[z]. Substitution of 4’ = A 
into the relation F(z) - F(l) = H(z, ~XZ - 5) yields F(z) - F(A) = 
W(zXzZ - A). ??
COROLLARY 2.5 (Partial-substitution rule). Zf F E 9Yx “[ ~1, G E 
9” “[z], then (GFX A) = (GF( A))( A). 
Proof. Because of Property 2.4.2 we have (GFXz) - (GF(A)Xz) = 
G(zXF(z) - F(A)) = G(z)W(.zXzZ - A), for some W ES%‘~~“[ZI. Be- 
cause of Property 2.4.1, it follows that (GFX A) - (GF( A)X A) = 0. ??
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let F E.%?~‘~~[z], G E&~~[z], and Z3 ~9”‘~‘~. Con- 
sider the following statements: 
1. F(z)A = BF(z). 
2. F(A)A = BF(A). 
3. (GFX A) = G( B)F( A). 
Then we have 1 =j 2 * 3. 
Proof. 1 * 2: We, have (BFXz) = (FA)(z) and hence BF(A) = 
( BFX A) = (FAX A) = F(A) A, because of Lemma 2.3. 
2 j 3: (GFXA) = (GF( A))(A) = G(B)F( A), where we have applied 
Lemma 2.3 with C = F(A). H 
COROLLARY 2.7. Zf F(z)A = AF(z), then (GFXA) = G(A)F(A). In 
particular, if f(z) E9[21 is a scalar polynomial, we have (of X A) = 
G( A)f( A). 
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We want to extend the definition of matrix substitution to a class of 
rational functions over 9’. To this extent, we define 9rA to be the set of 
polynomials p(z) such that p(A) is an 9-invertible matrix. A characteriza- 
tion of 9* will be given in Theorem 3.8. The set SA is obviously multiplica- 
tive. Also, gA contains no zero divisors. In fact, if p(z) E~‘[z] is a zero 
divisor, then there exists a nonzero T E W such that rp( Z> = 0 (see [8, lo]). 
This implies that rp( A) = 0, contradicting the invertibility of p(A). There- 
fore, we can define the quotient ring 
szA(Z) := {n(z)/d(z): 72(z) aqz], d(z) ~-q}. 
If the matrix F(z) E~T~Yz), we can choose a common denominator of all 
its entries, e.g., the product, and therefore write F(z) = N( z)/d( z), where 
N(Z) is a polynomial matrix and d(z) E sA. 
DEFINITION 2.8. If F(x) E~?~“(.z), say F(z) = N(z)/d(s), with 
N(Z) E~~~~[x], d(z) ~9~, then 
F(A) := A’( A)d( A)-’ 
is the right value of F in A. 
We have to show that this right value is well defined, that is, independent 
of the representation F(z) = N( z)/d(.z). Assume that also F(Z) = 
N,(z)/+). Th en, N(z)d,(z) - N,( z)d(z) = 0. Hence, because of Corol- 
lary 2.7, N( A&( A) - N,( A)d( A) = 0. Since d(A) and n,(A) commute, it 
follows that N(A)& A)-’ = N,( A)d,( A)-‘. 
The following theorem generalizes the results of Lemma 2.3, Property 
2.4, and Corollary 2.5 to the situation where F is an element of 9rx “(z) 
instead of smx “[ z]. Here we use the notation 9’* s(z) for the ring of 
rational functions of the form n(z)/& z), where d(z) ‘E g<, n 9a. 
THEOREM 2.9. Assume that F(z) EL%?~~“(z). 
1. Zf B ES%‘~~P, G ~S$“$p(.z), and C E 9Pxn satisfies BC = CA, then 
(GCXA) = G(B)C. In particdar, we have (FA)(A) = F(A)A. 
2. If F(z) = M(.z)(zZ - A) + R for some M ~.g,y’“(z), Z? EL%“‘~“, 
then F( A) = R. 
3. There exists W E 9Z’rx “(2) such that F(z) = F(A) + W( zx zZ - A). 
4. ZfG ES~YZ), then (GFXA) = (GE(A))(A). 
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Proof. 1. Note that CA = BC first implies that Cq(A) = 9(B)C for 
every polynomial 9(z) and, subsequently, Cq(A)-’ = 9(B)-‘C, for every 
polynomial 9 ELS* nq. Consequently, if G(z) = N(z)/d(z) with d E 
g* nsB, then 
(GC)( A) = (NC)( A)d( A)-’ 
= N( B)Cd( A)-’ = N( B)d( B)-‘C = G( B)C. 
2. This is direct consequence of Property 2.4.1. 
3. If F(z) = N(z)/&), we can write N(z) = N(A) + W,(zXzZ -A) 
for some polynomial matrix W,,(z) and d( z> Z = d( A) + W,( zx zZ - A) for 
some polynomial matrix W,(z). Define V(x) := F(z) - F(A) = N(z)/ 
d(z) - N(A)& A)-‘. Then 
V(z)d(A)d(z) =N(z)d(A) -N(A)+) = W,(z)(zZ-A), 
where W,(z) := W,(z)d(A) - N(A)W,(z). Consequently, V(z) = 
W,(zXzZ - A), where W,(z) := W,(z)d(A)-‘/d(z). 
4. This is similar to the proof of Corollary 2.5. ??
As a consequence of these results, we find that Theorem 2.6 generalizes 
right away to this situation with identical proofs: 
THEOREM 2.10. Let F ES%?~~“(Z), B EsP’~“‘, and G E~~~~(z). 
Consider the following statements: 
1. F(z)A = BF(z). 
2. F(A)A = BF(A). 
3. (GF)(A) = G(B)F(A). 
Then we have 1 * 2 * 3. ??
3. THE TENSOR MAP 
In this section, we suppose we are given F(z) E 9rx P(z), and we define 
and study a map FA: S’Px” -+sP’~“. This map can, e.g., be used to 
investigate the solvability of a certain class of linear matrix equations. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. The (right) tensor map FA: 9Px n -+ s%““~” is defined 
by FOX := (FxXA). 
Recall that (FXX A) denotes the result of substituting A into the rational 
function z ++ F(z)X. 
THEOREM 3.2. We have the following properties, provided that in each 
case, the dimensions of the matrix rational functions F, G are such that the 
algebraic formulas are well defined: 
1. (F + G), = FA + G,, (AF), = M4, where h ~5%’ is a constant. 
Hence, the map F * FA is 9-linear. 
2. IA = I, (GF), = GAFA. 
Proof. We only show the second part of property 2. For X E 9P x “, we 
define Y := (FXX A) = FAX, and we find (using the partial-substitution rule) 
(GF),X = ((GF)X)(A) = (G(FX))(A) = (G(FX)(A))(A) 
= (GY)( A) = G,Y = G,F,X. ??
The main result of this section is the equivalence of the invertibility of F* 
and F(z): 
THEOREM 3.3. Let F ES?~~P(Z). Then FA is right invertible @F(z) is 
right srP,( z)-invertible. Zf G(z) is a right inverse of F(z), then GA is a right 
inverse of FA. Similar statements hold for left invertibility. 
The “if’ part is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2.2. For the 
proof of the “only if’ part, we need some auxiliary results. First, we introduce 
some notation and terminology. A polynomial a(s) is called manic if its 
leading coefficient is 1 (the identity element of 9). The characteristic 
polynomial of A, defined by xA(z) := det(zZ - A), is an example of a manic 
polynomial. The well-known Cayley-Hamilton theorem, which is valid for 
arbitrary commutative rings, states that x*(A) = 0. If /_L is an ideal in 3 and 
a(z) is a polynomial over 9, then a,(z) denotes the polynomial over a//_~ 
obtained by taking quotients modulo /_L Hence, if a(z) = Ci= 0 a. zj, then 
aP( z> := EjzO(aj mod p)zj, where (aj mod /_L.) denotes the rest ue 4 class 
modulo p of aj. If 9 is any commutative ring and p,, . . . , pk are elements 
of 9, then (p,,..., pk) denotes the ideal in 9’ generated by p,, . . . , pk. 
The elements pl, . . . , p, are called SBezoutian if ( p 1, . . . , pk > = 9. We 
will use the following general condition for the right invertibility of a matrix 
over a ring: 
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LEMMA 3.4. 
matrix F E 9’“’ ’ 
Let 9 be a commutative ring with an identity element. A 
is right Y-invertible iffits m X m minors are 9-Bezoutian. 
In particular, if m = 1, F is invertible ijf det(F) is a unit in 9. 
This result can be proved by applying Cramer’s rule [adj(M > . M = 
deli M )I] to the m X m submatrices of F, extending the matrices to full size 
by adding zero entries, and taking a suitable linear combination of the 
equations obtained. 
Next we need a lemma that will enable us to do local-global transitions. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let a, E S[ z], for i = 0, . . . ,I, and let aO( z) be manic. 
Then a,(z),..., at(z) are 9[ z]-Bezoutian iff a,, .(.z>, . . . , at,.(z) are 
(S/p)[ z]-Bezoutian for all maximal ideals p of 5%‘. 
Proof. The “only if’ part is obvious. Let us now consider the “if’ part. 
Assume that J := (a,(z), . . . , a,(z)) f 9[ z]. The ideal J is contained in a 
maximal ideal M of S[ z]. Let II: S[ Z] + S :=.9[ .z]/M denote the 
canonical projection and use the notation 2 := II(W). Then S is a field and 
2 is a subring of S. We note that the relation II(a,( z>> = 0 implies that S is 
integral over 2. It follows from [16, Theorem 1.2.16, p. 111 that 2 is a field. 
Also, if we define p := 9 n M, it is easily seen that p is an ideal in 9 and 
that .% z W/p. Because R is a field, I_L is a maximal ideal of 9’. It follows 
that (a,.(z), . . . , a,,,(z)) = (s%‘/P)[ z], i.e., J + ~s[z] =a[ z]. How- 
ever, this is a contradiction, because the left-hand side is contained in M. ??
First we consider the polynomial case. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let F(z) ??S?‘“~r[z]. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
1. The matrix F(z) is tight invertible over S’,,,(z). 
2. The map FA is right invertible. 
3. If a,(z) := ,y,,(z) and a, ES’[.Z], for i = 1,. . . , 1, denote the m X m 
minors of F(z), then a,(z), . . . , a,(z) are S’[z]-Bezoutian. 
A similar statement holds for left invertibility. 
Proof. 1 3 2: This is a consequence of Theorem 3.2.2. 
2 * 3: Consider first the case where s%’ is an algebraically closed field. If 
condition 3 is not satisfied, it follows from Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz that the 
polynomials a,(z), . . . , al( .z) have a common zero, say A. Then a,(A) = 0 
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implies that A is an eigenvalue of A. Let w E.%‘~ denote a corresponding 
eigenvector. Furthermore, F(h) is not right invertible. Let z) ’ E 9”’ “. 
0 ’ # 0 be such that 0 ‘F(h) = 0. Then we have 
o’( FAX)w = o’( FX)( A)w = v’F( A) Xw = 0, 
and hence, if O’CW # 0, the equation FAX = C does not have a solution. It 
is easily seen that such a C always exists. 
Now suppose that 9 is an arbitrary field. Consider an algebraically closed 
field containing 9. We can embed the objects involved in this field. The 
right invertibility of FA as well as the property described in 3 are invariant 
under field extensions. (Recall that for a field, property 3 is equivalent to the 
coprimeness of the polynomials involved.) Hence the general-field case is 
reduced to the algebraically closed-field case. 
Finally let 3 be an arbitrary commutative ring with an identity element. 
Let p be an arbitrary maximal ideal of %‘. Then the map FA, p: 9:’ n + 
qy “, obtained by taking quotients modulo p, is right invertible over zP. 
Because sP is a field, we infer from the previous paragraph that 
a,,.(z), . . . , a,,+(z) are @‘/p)[zl-B ezoutian. Since this is the case for all 
maximal ideals, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that a,,(z)), . . . , u,(z) are z[ z]- 
Bezoutian. 
3 * 1: We use Lemma 3.4. To this extent, we show that condition 3 
implies that the minors ui E%‘[z], for i = 1,. . . , I, are z._,(z)-Bezoutian. 
There exist uO, . . . , ul E L%‘[ z] such that 
CUi(‘)Ui(Z) = 1 -u”(Z)a”(z) =:q(z). 
I 
It follows from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem that 9(A) = Z and hence 
9(z) ~9~. We see that the a,, . . . , al are 2A(z)-Bezoutian. 
The proof about left invertibility is similar. ??
PROOF OF THE. “ONLY IF” PART OF THEOREM 3.3. We reduce the general 
case to the polynomial case treated in Theorem 3.6. If F(z) = N( z)/d( z), 
where N(z) and d(z) are polynomials, and d(z) is in sA, then Z$ X = 
N,X&‘( A). Because FA is right invertible, it follows that NA is right 
invertible. Theorem 3.6 implies that N(z) is right invertible over 2.?. Since 
l/d(z) is obviously right invertible over 2,, we infer that F(z) is right 
invertible over sA. This completes the proof for the right invertible case. The 
results about left invertibility can be obtained analogously. ??
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REMARK 3.7. It follows implicitly from our discussion that we have a 
local-global theorem for maps F(z): 9x(z) +9:(z). In fact, F(z) is 
surjective iff F,( 2) is surjective for every maximal ideal of ~6’. Of course, this 
result depends very much on the special form of the ring S*. ??
The previous results enable us to give a characterization of gA. 
THEOREM 3.8. A polynomial p(z) is in 9* iff p(z) and x,(z) are 
9[ z]-Bezoutian. 
Proof. Apply Th eorem 3.6 with F(z) := p(z)Z. Then there is only one 
n X n minor, viz. p”(z) = det(F(z)). Th ere f ore, condition 3 is equivalent to 
(p”(z), xA(z)) =g[zl and hence to (p(z), x*(z)) =.~[zl. On the other 
hand, condition 2 states that there exists an n X n matrix X such that 
z = FOX = (FX)(A) = XP(A). Th a is, condition 2 states that p(A) is t 
invertible. ??
4. APPLICATIONS 
4.1. Left invertibility of F(A) 
Here, we investigate the left invertibility of the matrix F(A). One might 
be tempted to conjecture that F(A) is left S-invertible if F(z) is left 
SA(z)-invertible. However, Example 2.2 shows that this is not so. In fact, we 
need to add a condition, viz. the existence of a matrix B such that F(A) A = 
BF( A). If this condition is satisfied, the left invertibility of F(z) implies the 
left invertibility of F(A), as will follow from Theorem 4.3. However, the left 
invertibility of F(z) is not necessary for the invertibility of F(A). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Define for 9’ = @, n = 2, m = 2, 
F(z):=[“Ol ;]=el+[-(: ;I, A:=[; ;]. 
Then det( F( z>> = (z - 1)~ is not an element of _9*, and hence F(z) is not 
gA( z I-invertible. However, 
F(A) = [; ;] + [-: ;] = [ -; ;]. 
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The following result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the left 
invertibility of F(A) for th e case that F(z) is a polynomial matrix. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F ~9”‘~” [z]. Zf the matrix F(a) is lef g-invertible, 
then there exists a matrix B E.%““~“’ such that F(A) A = BF( A). Con- 
versely, if such a matrix B exists, the following statements are equivalent: 
1. The matrix F(A) is left S-invertible. 
2. The matrix 
F(x) 1 1 ZZ - A (1) 
is left s%‘~( z )-invertible. 
3. The matrix (1) is left a[ z]-invertible. 
Proof. If M is a left inverse of F(A), then B := F( A)AM satisfies 
F( A)A = BF( A). Now let us assume that such a matrix B exists. 
1 * 2: Let M be a left inverse of F(A). Then we have F(A) - F(z) = 
W( z)(zZ - A) for some polynomial matrix W(z). Consequently, MF(z) + 
MW(z)(zZ - A) = I, and hence the matrix (1) is left invertible. 
2 * 3: This is a direct consequence of (the transposed version of) Lemma 
3.4 and Theorem 3.8, because in this case, x_,+(z) is one of the minors. 
3 * 1: Assume that the matrix (1) is left .%‘[z]-invertible. Then 
there exist polynomial matrices U(z) and V(z) such that U(z)F(z) + 
V(z)(zZ - A) = 1. Substituting z = A and using Theorem 2.6, we find 
U( B)F( A) = (UF)( A) = 1. Hence, F(A) is left S’-invertible. ??
For rational matrices F(z), we have the following result: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let F E 9;’ “(2). Then the matrix F(A) is lej’? 
S-invertible if and only if there exists a matrix B ~9~~“’ such that 
F(A) A = BF( A) and the matrix (1) is lef gA( z&invertible. For the matrix 
(1) to be left gA( )- z invertible, it suffices that F(z) is left gA( .z)-invertible. 
Proof. Write F(z) = N(z)/d(z), where N(z) is a polynomial matrix, 
and d(z) ~9~. If F(A) is left invertible, then N(A) = F( A)d( A) is left 
invertible. Hence, by Theorem 4.2, 
(2) 
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is left 9A(z)-invertible. It follows that also (1) is 9_+,(z)-invertible. Further- 
more, there exists a constant matrix B such that N( A) A = BN( A). Conse- 
quently, F(A)A = N(A)&‘(A)A = N(A)Ad-‘(A) = BN(A)d-‘(A) = 
BF( A). Conversely, if there exists B such that F(A) A = BF( A) and F(z) is 
left 9A(z)-invertible, then (2) is left 9A(X)-invertible and N( A) A = BN( A). 
Consequently, because of Theorem 4.2, N(A) and hence F(A) is left 
invertible. ??
We have a special case of condition 2 if n = m and F(A) A = AF( A). 
The latter condition holds in particular if F(z) A = AF(z) (see Theorem 
2.6). Then we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that F(A) A = AF( A). Then we have: 
?? ZfG E~:~“(z), then (GF)(A) = G(A)F(A). 
?? F( A) is invertible ifl $Ti 
I I 
is left L%!~( z&invertible. For this, it suflices 
that F(z) is SA( z)-invertible. 
4.2. A similarity condition 
The following theorem is an application of the results of Section 2. 
According to [2, Chapter VI, Sections 4 and 51, two matrices A and B over @ 
are similar (i.e., there exists an invertible matrix S such that SA = BS) iff 
ZZ - A and ZZ - B are @[ z]-equivalent, i.e. iff there exist invertible polyno- 
mial matrices P(z) and Q(z) such that P(zxzZ - A) = (zZ - B)Q(z). This 
result is instrumental in proving that the invariant factors are a complete set 
of invariants for similarity. 
Using the above theory, we can give an easy proof of a generalization of 
this result, which also holds for rational matrices over rings. We will say that 
Z’(z) E~;~“(z), Q(z) EB’;~‘Y~) are S’*(z)-equivalent if there exist ra- 
tional matrices F(z) EL%‘~~“(z>, G(z) EL%!~~‘“(z) invertible over gA(z) 
and satisfying P(z)F(z) = G(z)Q(z). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A, B E S%‘lnxn. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
1. A and B are similar. 
2. zZ - A and zZ - B are 9?[ z]-equivalent. 
3. ZZ - A and ZZ - B are 5YA(z)-equivalent. 
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Proof. 1 * 2: If SB = AS, then G(z)(zZ - A) = (zZ - B)F(z), where 
F(z) := G(z) := S. 
2 * 3: This is trivial. 
3 * I: If F(z) and G(Z) are SA(z)-invertible matrices such that 
G(z)(zZ - A) = ( ZZ - B)F(z), we substitute z = A into this equation and 
obtain F( A) A = BF( A). Now the result follows, since by Theorem 4.3, 
F( A) is invertible. ??
4.3. Matrix equations: Universal solvability 
Given F(z) E 9’TxP( z> and C E 9’“’ “, we investigate the equation 
FOX = (FX)( A) = c, (3) 
for X ESpX”. We will call this equation universally solvable if it has a 
solution X for every C. If a solution exists for a particular C, the equation is 
called individually solvable. The following general condition for the universal 
solvability of (3) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3. It generalizes 
the result of [I]. 
THEOREM 4.6. Equation (3) is universally solvable iff F is right invert- 
ible over sA(z). In that case, a solution is given by X := (GCX A), where G 
is a right inverse. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Sylvester’s equation reads 
BX-xA=C, (4) 
where A E 9” “, B E s%““~ I”, and C E Snrx fl are given matrices. This can 
be seen as (FXX A) = C, where F(z) := B - zZ. Theorems 4.6, 3.6, and 3.8 
yield the following result: 
THEOREM 4.8. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. Equation (4) is universally solvable. 
2. xA(z), x,(z) are 9[z]-Bezoutian. 
3. ,yA( B) is invertible. 
4. xs(A) is invertible. 
In the field case, this theorem reduces to a well-known condition: The 
equation is universally solvable iff A and B have no common eigenvalue (see, 
e.g., [7, Theorem 46.21). 
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REMARK 4.9, In the case where 9 = Iw or 9 = C, the conditions of the 
theorem are generically satisfied. In the cases where 9 is not a field, 
however, the conditions are rather restrictive. For instance, if 9 = Z and 
xA(z) = z - a, where a E Z, the conditions reduce to xs(a) = f 1. Also, in 
the case where s= @[xi,..., xv], the condition can be shown to be 
generically not satisifed (compare Example 4.11). 
EXAMPLE 4.10. More generally, consider the equation 
k Pj( B)Xqj( A) = C, 
j=O 
where pj and qj are polynomials over 9, and A and B are as in the previous 
example. Here we find universal solvability in terms of the polynomial in two 
variables p(z, 5) := Cb,, p,(z)q,( 5). In fact, the equation is universally 
solvable iff ~~(a), x,(c), and p(z, 5) are 9[z, [I-Bezoutian. We obtain 
this result by applying Theorem 4.6 with the ring Bi := 2*( z>, and subse- 
quently using Theorem 3.8 twice: first with the ring si and next with the 
ring 9. 
If 9 is a field, Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz implies that this condition 
reduces to “p(h, p) # 0 for A E a(B), F E a(A)” (compare [7, Theorem 
43.81). Here a( A) denotes the set of eigenvalues of A, if necessary in an 
extension field of 3. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. Consider the case Z$ = C[ ~1, where _x = (xi, . . . , xv). 
Assume that F,(x) (j = 1,. . . , p) and C(x) are given matrices over .2’, and 
qj(_x, z> are given polynomials, and define F(:, z> := Cf’ l$(z)qj(_x, z>. 
Then the equation FA X = (FX)( A) = C is the linear parametrized matrix 
equation 
IL F;.(_X)X( -X)qj( Ir, A) = C(X)* 
j=l 
(5) 
According to Theorem 3.6, this equation is universally solvable if and only if 
the polynomials a,(:,. z), . . . , al(g, z) are .2[ z]-Bezoutian. Here a,,(~, Z> := 
X,(Z) and ui ES[ z], for i = 1,. . . , 1, denote the m X m minors of F(x, x). 
Because of Hilbex-t’s Nullstellensatz, this is the case iff the polynomials 
a&, z), . . . , ul(_x, z) do not have a common zero in @‘+ ‘. Hence (5) is 
universally solvable iff the matrix F(x,, A) is right invertible for every 
(x0, A) E CVfl, for which A is an eigenvalue of A. Equivalent conditions are 
“F( _x, A) is right @[ _x]-invertible for every eigenvalue A” and “the equation 
(5) is pointwise universally solvable for every _xO E @“.” 
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4.4. Matrix equations: Individual solvability 
For individual solvability, we will give a generalization of Roth’s first 
theorem: 
THEOREM 4.12 (Roth). Let 9’ be afield and let A E gnx ‘, B E SP x ‘I, 
and C ES?“~” b e given mat&es. Then the equation BX - XA = C has a 
solution if and only if the (m + n) X (m + n) matrices 
are similar. 
(See [9]. A more elegant proof is given in [5, Theorem 4.4.221.) The result 
has been extended to general commutative rings by Gustafson (see [3]). In 
order to be able to generalize this theorem to equations of the type (31, we 
reformulate it using Theorem 4.5: 
The equation BX - XA = C has a solution iff 
sl - B -c I[ ZI - B 0 0 21-A’ 0 d - A I 
are gA< z) equivalent. 
The extension of Roth’s theorem reads as follows: 
THEOREM 4.13. Let F(z) E~;~~(z) and C ~9”‘~“. Then thefollow- 
ing ,statenwnts are equivalent: 
1. The equation (FX )( A) = C has a solution X E 9” “. 
2. The equation 
F(z)U(z) +V(z)(zZ-A) =C 
has a solution (U(z),V(z)) ??S?y”(z) X9rx11(z). 
3. The matrices 
F(z) -C 
I[ 
F(s) 0 
0 231-A 0 zl - A 1 
(7) 
are 9*(z)-equivalent. 
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Proof. 1 + 2: According to Property 2.4, there exists W(z) E9Tx’(z) 
such that 
F(+x= (ox)= + w(~)(d-A) 
=C+W(z)(zI-A). 
Hence, we can take V(z) := X, V(z) := -W(z). 
2 * 1: Right substitution of z = A into (7) yields 
(FU(A))(A) = (FU)(A) = C, 
so that X := U(A) is a solution. 
2 j 3: We apply Gustafson’s extension of Roth’s second theorem to 
general commutative rings (see [3]). In this paper, Gustafson proves that the 
matrix equation AU + VB = C over an arbitrary commutative ring 9 has a 
solution iff the matrices in (6) are sequivalent. We obtain our desired 
equivalence by applying this result with the ring LZ~( .z). ??
4.5. Interpolation 
We consider the matrix interpolation problem (FCX A) = M, where 
A ~9”~“, C E.%?‘~~, and M ~9~~~. We are interested in finding a 
condition for this equation to have a solution F(s) E 9TxP(z). We find the 
following result: 
PROPERTY 4.14. Let the matrices A E snxn and C E.%?P~” be given. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
1. The equation (FCX A) = M has a solution F(z) E Smx P[ z] for every 
M ~9”‘~“. 
2. The equation (FCM A) = M has a solution F(x) E L%!~~ p(z) for every 
M ~9”‘~“. 
3. The matrix 
[ 1 _I ”A is le:fc invertible over S*(z). 
4. The matrix 
[ I 
;I” A is lefi invertible over S[ x]. 
Proof 1 - 2: This is trivial. 
2 =j 3: Take M = I and assume that F(z) is a solution of (FCX A) = 1. 
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Then we have, according to Property 2.9.3 that 
Z = (FC)(A)=(FC)(z) - ((V(z) - (W(A)) 
= F(z)C - W(z)(zZ -A) = [F(z), -W(~,][zz~A]> 
for some W(z) E%~~“(z). Hence, [F(z), -W(z)] is a left inverse of 
3 ; 4: This is proved in Theorem 4.2. 
4 * 1: Suppose that the equation H(z)C + G(zXzZ - A) = Z holds for 
some polynomial matrices H(z) and G(z). Let h4 be any m X n matrix. 
Then we have F( z>C + MG(z)(‘zZ - A) = M, where F(z) := ME!(z). Sub- 
stitution of z = A yields (FCX A) = M. ??
REMARK 4.15. A matrix pair (C, A) that satisfies the condition that the 
matrix c 
[ 1 31 - A is left g[z]-invertible is called the coreachable in system 
theory. An equivalent property is that the matrix 
is left s-invertible. In the case 9 is a field, this is equivalent to the 
condition that (C, A) is observable. 
REMARK 4.16. A multiple interpolation problem, say (FC,)( Aj) = Mi, 
for i = 1,. . . , k, can be reduced to the situation of the above theorem by 
forming the block matrices 
c:= [c,,...,c,], 
A:= diag(A,,..., Ak), 
if:= [M ,,..., Mk]. 
The problem is equivalent with (FCX x) = a. 
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